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Summary: The article describes the phenomenon of conversion as the most 
outstanding method in the word-formation panorama with no limitations. Conversion 
belongs to an affixless way o f word-building, a process of forming a new word from 
some existing root by changing the category of a part of speech without changing the 
morphemic shape of the original root-word. The activity of conversion in different 
parts of speech as well as the most acti ve con version models are establ ished. The noun
formation methods in modem English are described.
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The language rich word stock is one of the main factors in every period of the 
society and it's communication. It includes a great many of constituents. Word-

formation process is among them.
Many linguists agree over the fact that the subject of word-formation has not 

until recently received very much attention from descriptive grammarians of English, 
or from scholars working in the field of general linguistics. Valerie Adams emphasizes 
two main reasons why the subject has not been attractive to linguists: its connections 
with the non-linguistic world of things and ideas, for which words provide the names, 
and its equivocal position as between descriptive and historical studies [Adams 1973: 

57]. :
The new word-formation methods are becoming more frequently used. 

Conversion is among them and is probably the most outstanding new method in the 

word-formation panorama with no limitations. It is the derivational process with no 

changes of  the converted item, making a new word from the same existing word by 

changing the category of the part of speech. The morpheme shape of the original word 

remains unchanged. The new word has a meaning which differs from that o f  the
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original one. The new word has a new paradigm peculiar to its new category as a part 
of speech. For example:

pocket (noun) to pocket (verb)

- s (plural) - ed (Past Simple, Past Participle)

- 's  (possessive case singular) - ing ( Present Participle)

- s' (possessive case plural)

Sometimes it is reffered to as an affixless way of word-building, a process of 
making a new word from some existing root by changing the category of a part of 
speech without changing the morphemic shape of the original root-word. It has a wide 
field of action:

no demonstrated limitations;

ail grammatical categories can undergo conversion not only to one word-form; 

compatibility with other word-formation processes.

Conversion is common in English. It has been a part of English grammar for 
centuries. The first scholarly discussion of English conversion is given in the 
publication of Henry Sweet's A NEW ENGLISH GRAMMER published in 1891. 
Sweet suggested this word-building technique to be undoubtedly a typical 
characteristic of the English language [Sweet 1891: 38]. Despite its apparent simplicity 
as a word-formation process English conversion and its underlying mechanisms are 
still widely debated. Indeed, looking at the diversity of interpretations of this 
’’noiseless" machinery“ [Jespersen 1954: 85], one cannot but agree with Lieber's 
opinion that conversion appears to be “a sort of battleground over which various 
theoretical camps have fought over the years” [Lieber 2005: 418]. Word-class es in 
English have different relations to each other than e.g. in German, since the bundle of 
distinctive morphological features between the verb and the noun is smaller in English. 
The result is that conversion, the formation of words without the help of any 
derivational exponents, is easier in English than in German. It is known that 
Shakespeare was the conversion expert. He used a lot of conversions: ”He words me”. 

“1 eared her language”. “They breakfasted together in the usual way” . In his creations 
even the name of a person becomes a verb: “Petruchio is Kated\ His language is still 
with us in a natural everyday usage.

Conversion, being an effective means of vocabulary enrichment, is a highly 

productive way of coining new words in modern English. It is extremely productive,



because it provides an easy way to create new words from existing ones. “Any lexeme 
can undergo conversion into any of the open form classes as the need arises” [Bauer 
1983]. This means that any word form'can be shifted to any word class. According to 
the way they function, words, which are also called syntactic categories or part of 
speech in a language are normally classified into two classes: open-class words and 
close-class words.

Open-Class W ords Close-Class W ords

—»'Nouns —»Pronouns

—»Verbs —»Determiners

—»Ajectives —»Prepositions

—►Adverbs —»Qualifiers (Modifiers)

—►Interjections

Open-class words usually include the content words (nouns, verbs, adjectives 
and most adverbs), are words that carry the content or the meaning of a sentence. 
Generally open-class words can accept the addition of new morphemes or words 
through such process as deriation, compounding, inflection, conversion etc.

Close-class words usually including the function words (pronouns, determines, 
prepositions, conjunction etc.) are uninflected and serve grammatical function. The 
close-class words are sometimes supposed as unimportant words; they are just simple
words that make the sentence correct grammatically. Its members are fixed and do not
usually change.

Especially to open classes -  nouns, verbs, adjectives etc. -  there are no 
"morphological restrictions. It is also a particularly English way of word-building. It is 
explained by the analytical structure of modem English and by simplicity of paradigms 
of English parts o f speech.

There is a high degree of agreement concerning the major types of conversion 
such models as N—»V, V—»N, N—»Adj> Adj—»V. The activity of conversion in different 
parts of  speech varies greatly. Nouns and verbs are especially effected by conversion. 
Verbs made from nouns are the most numerous. English adjectives mostly show a 

complex morphological structure and it is but seldom that they serve as a basis for 

conversion. Four English dictionaries were used in our research work to prove the most 

active conversion models. Among them are: New Webster's Dictionary (2001), The 

American College Dictionary (1969), Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English

(2006), Macmillan English Dictionary (2006). The results are given in the following 
chart (see chart 1):
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Conversion
Model

Average
Value

I. 2187
1. N—»V 2187 2701 1422 1464 11. 2701

0,9% 1,3% 0,9% 1,5% III. 1422

IV. 1464

1. 902
2. V—>N 902 1371 823 1057 II, 1371

0,3% 0,6% 0,5% 1,1% III. 823

IV. 1057

I. 135
3. Adj—»N 1355 1807 451 511 11. 1807

0,5% 0,9% 0,3% 0,5% 111. 451
IV. 511

I. 522
4. N—Adj 522 1018 260 412 II. 1018

0,2% 0,5% 0,2% 0,4% III. 260

IV. 412

Conversion is the main way of forming nouns in modem English. Nouns can 

be formed from verbs of  different semantic groups and have different meanings. 
Converted nouns can denote:

a. instant of an action: a jump, a move;
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b. process of state: a sleep, a walk;

c. agent of the action expressed by the verb from which the noun has been 
converted \ a help, a flirt;

d. object or result of the action: a find, a burn',

e. place of the action: a drive, a stop. .

Sometimes nouns are formed from adverbs: up and downs.

If we pay attention to the nouns that are converted from the verbs, we see that 
they keep their real meanings semantically in different ways:

The first group of words: to pocket the money -  to put money into the pocket; 
to can the fru it -  to put the fruit into cam; to bottle the wine; to garage the car; to 
corner the bicycle; to shelve the books.

The second group of words: to shelter the refugees -  to give shelter to the 
refugees; to oil the machine- to provide the machine with oil; to butter the bread; to 
fuel a ship; to finance the company; to coat the cake with cream; to grease the oven

The third group of words: to skeen the lamb -  to remove the skin from the 
lamb; to juice the oranges - t o  remove the juice from the oranges.

The fourth group of words: to pump w a ter- to bring water with.a pump; to 
knife the steak -  to cut the steak with a knife; to fiddle the cigarette -  to play the 
cigarette with a hand.

The fifth group of words: to nurse the baby -  to be the nurse fo r  the baby; to 
captain the team — to act as a captain fo r  the team; to parrot the teacher -  to repeat 
the teacher's words.

The sixth group of words: to cash the cheque — to change the cheque into 
cash; to orphan the boy -  to make the boy an orphan

The seventh group of words: to mail the letter — to send the letter by mail; to 

bicycle -  to go by bicycle.
As we see these verbs are usually transitive verbs, but while investigating we 

have found some intransitive verbs, too. For example: to helicopter -  to fly  by 
helicopter; to boat -  to go by boat; to ship -  to send or carry something by ship; to 

plane -  to use a plane.
We can say that nearly all single morpheme verbs can form the noun 

conversion. Semantically those nouns are related to the origin of the verbs in various 

ways;

1. Situation (state; thought or perceiving idea) : doubt, v -  doubt, n (the stale 
o f doubting); want, v -  want, n (what is wanted); desire, v -  desire, n (the state o f  
strong hope or wish); love, v -lo ve , n (the state o f  a strong feeling o f liking and caring 
about someone); hate, v -  hate, n (the state o f angry unpleasant feeling); smell, v -  
smell, n (the state o f recognizing by using nose); taste, v -  taste, n (the special feeling 
that is produced when you put something into your mouth).

2. Event or employment: search, v — search, h (the activity o f making attempt 
to fin d  something); laugh, v -  laugh, n (the act o f  laughing); attempt, у -  attempt, n 
(the act o f trying to do something); hit, v -  hit, n (the act o f  touching another person 
or thing with a lot o f force); swim, v -sw im , n (the act o f  swimming); blink. v -  blink,
/7 (the act o f  closing and opening your eyes quickly); blow, v -  blow, n (the act. o f  
blowing dir).

3. The result of the action: catch, v — catch, n (what is caught); find, v- find, 
n (what is found); buy, v -  buy, n (what is bought); answer, v -  answer, n (a spoken 
reply to the question); show, v -  show, n (what is shown); bind, v -  bind, n (what is_  
bound); cast, v — cast, n (what is cast).

4. The doer of the action: help, v — help, n (one who helps); cheat., v — cheat, 
n (one who cheats); coach, v-coach , n (trainer); to flirt, v - flir t , n (one who flirts).

5. The tools used for performing the action: cover, v -  cover, n (a thing used 
to cover something); wrap, v — wrap, n (a thing, used to wrap something); paper, v — 
paper, n ( to wrap something into a paper).

6. The place of the action; pass, v -  pass, n (a path or road where one has to 
pass); walk, v -.w a lk ,n  (a place fo r  walking); turn, v -tu rn , n (a place for turning, for 
changing the direction); stop, v — stop, n (a place where you stop).

Now we want to investigate the adjectives that change into nouns. We want to 
note from the beginning that it is not abnormal that the adjectives can be changed into 
the nouns. Unlike the verbs the adjectives that can be used as the nouns can not take 
all the features of the nouns. Some adjectives can take all the features of nouns while 
others cannot. The conversion when some adjectives take all features of the nouns and 
change into the nouns is called full conversion. For example, they have the article 
(definite, indefinite), the plural ending -s  (-es), the possessive case etc.: dear,adj -  
dear,n (a, the dear, dears); white, adj — white, n (a, the white); native, adj -  native, n 
(a, the native, natives; the natives 'area); liberal, adj -  liberal, n (a, the liberal, liberals;



the liberals' opinion); republican, adj — republican, n (a, the republican, republicans; 
the republican's voice); final, adj -  final, n (a, the final, finals; the fin a ls’ result); 
necessary, adj -  necessary, n (a, the necessary, necessaries);

The usage of the converted nouns in the sentences:

a. She was one of our familiers.

b. They couldn't stand watching the poor innocents.

c. Please, come to the fire and have a warm.

The other group of adjectives that cannot take all features of nouns is called the. 
partial one. They can take only the definite article (the) and denote the whole class or 
be reffered to individual persons: young, adj -  the young, n (young people); old, a dj -  
the old, n (oldpeople); poor, adj - the poor, n (poor people); rich, adj -  rich, n (rich 
people) ; wounded, adj -  the wounded, n (woundedpeople); deaf, adj -  the deaf n (deaf 
people); mute, adj -  the mute, n (mutepeople); good, adj -  the good, n (advantage or 

benefit).

The conversion is very productive* and a widely spread word forming process 
in modern English. It is the English way to word building and the examples used in the 
article prove it. It happens due to the analytical structure of modem English, the 
simplicity of paradigms of English parts of speech as well as a great number of one- 
syllable words, which are more mobile.
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